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F Fukushima Dai-Ichi: Status before the EarthquakeU111h 

The core shroud is an
During ncrmai open metal can
operation, steam .............. .. surrounding the
leaves the reactor reactor core. Slighfly
vessel enters via smaller in diameter
nozzles connected than tie reactor
to the main steam vessel, the shroud
system piping. forces water down

through the space
between the vessel
wall and shroud wall

During normal and then up through
operation, makeup the reactor core,
water to the reactor
vessel enters via
nozzles connected e redc or cure sits in
to the feedwater the lower half of the
system piping, reactor vessel.

Units 4, 5, and 6 were shut down for scheduled refueling and maintenance
outages. All of the fuel from the Unit 4 reactor had been offloaded into its
spent fuel pool in late 2010 to allow the core shroud to be replaced.
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Detail

I I
ýondcnsatc Pumps

Condensite purnps are large eleclric motor-drýven pumps. Three
condensate pumps arc shown on the left of thlS picture. Rclr rnotors sit
atop them with donut-shapcd tooling units around them,
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Detail

II
Condensate Booster Pumps

Condensate booster pum ps are also large clectric motor-driven pumps, A
condensate pump is shown on the left of this picture, The motor is behind
the pump with cooling unit ducting above It.

I
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Detail
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Unit 1-6 Spent Fuel Pools
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Detail
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Detail

IWater from tho overflow pons from the spent fuel pool enters, the0immer
surge tank. if mo spent fuel pool water level drops below the oveftw
ports, water slops entOng the skimmer surge tank and cooling Is lost,
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Uni 1, 2, * ~ and 3 Oprtn Ratr

The feedwater pumps inject makeup water to the reactor vessel. This water
mixes with water draining from the steam separator and steam dryer and
enters the jet pumps nozzles to flow to the bottom of the reactor vessel. It
turns upward to flow through the reactor core, A steam/water mix passes

[through the steam separator and steam dryer. Steam leaves for the turbine.
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Uni t1 , 2 , an 1prtigRatr

Building Section
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Detail

The drjmlls for Unit.' (foreground ' ) and Unit 3) (background) at the Browns
Fomj nudear plant In Alabama. Pic Unlt 2 reactor bullding Is bolng
conOuctcd dround primary contiinmcnt. I
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Detail
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Detail

IT

Sleam Tunnel

Two feedwater FilpeS ýJbove) dnd four steam pipes (belowý pass through
the steani tunnel in the reactor building cvnecting the containnicnt Alth
the turbine building. Pipe 3upports, noted In )ellow circles, protect tho
plipIng froin earthquake motions,
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Unit 1, 2, and 3 Operating Reactors
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Fuel pellets containing uranium dioxide are stacked within metal fuel rods.
Metal fuel rods are placed within fuel assemblies. Workers move fuel
assemblies into reactor core locations.
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I 
Un~it j2 n 3 Oprtin Recor

ABOVE: Looking down at a fuel
assembly, The inveaed U-shaped
handle is used to pick up and move the
assembly, The tops of fuel rods stick
tip into the holes oftl,ýe spacer grid for
proper alignment

LEFT: A simulated fuel rod Is otit open
to show fuel pellets and the spring
keeping them in place during handling.
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Unit 1., 2, an prtigRatr
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During operation, the temperature at
the center of the average fuel pellet
is 1,6521F with a peak temperature of
3,290'F. The temperature drops as
heat passes through the pellet, the
gap between the pellet the cladding,
the fuel rod cladding, and a water
film layer on the outside surface of
the cladding.

The wateosteam temperature flowing
past the fuel rods is 548'F, well
above the 212T temperature that
water boils at when not under
pressure of nearly 1,000 pounds per
square inch as exists inside the
reactor vessel.
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Unit 1, 2, and 3 Shutdown Reactors
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The eaýrthquake is reported to have caused Units 1-3 to automatically
shutdown and to disconnect the plant from its electrical grid, Even with
emergency diesel generators, the condensate, condensate booster, and
feedwater pumps are unavailable due to loss of the normal power supply.L.- --
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Detail

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Pump and Turbine

IRCIC Turbin

I RCIC Pump
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Unit I Shutdown Reactor
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The isolation condenser (IC) is a passive system using no pumps. Instead,
steam produced by the reactor core's decay heat is routed through metal
tubes within a large tank of water called the isolation condenser. The steam
is converted back into water and flows by gravity to the reactor vessel.
Unit 1 is a BM3. It may have had a RCIC system like Units 2 and 3, or may
have had an isolation condenser
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Emergency Core Cooling Systems
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An array of emergency core cooling system pumps are installed to inject
makeup water to the reactor vessel during an accident. At this plant, the
pumps supply 58,,270 gallons per minute - if electrical power is available.
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Unit 9 2 and 3,htonRatr
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Battery power to steam admission valves and turbine controls would have
allowed the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system to continue
operating, When the batteries depleted after around 8 hours, this source of
makeup cooling water to the reactor vessels would have been lost.
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Unit~~ ~ 1Shton eco
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Battery power for valves would have allowed the isolation condenser (IC)
to continue recycling water to the reactor vessel. But even if battery power
had remained available indefinitely, the water inside the isolabon
condenser would have boiled within about 90 minutes. Without makeup
from pump-supplied sources, passive water makeup by the IC system
would have been lost. I
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Meltdown Clock
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Meltdown Clock
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At high temperatures, the zirconium cladding for the fuel rods reacts with
the steam vapor to produce large amounts of hydrogen gas. To protect
against explosive mixtures, the drywell and torus airspace are inerted with
nitrogen gas. The reactor building has little protection against hydrogen
gas accumulation, Detonations destroyed the Unit 1, 3, and 4 reactor
buildings.
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Trgd of Unrcdne cl

1986 Chernob1 4
1979 Three MIe lrs 2

19056 Fermi 1
1961 SLI

191.9 Sodim Reactor Experiment
1951 Windscale

Fukushima Dai.khi

ai

The amount of fuel damaged in the Unit 1-3 reactor cores and the Unit 1-4
spent fuel pools at Fukushima Dai-Ichi may be greater than the amount of
fuel damaged in ALL past reactor accidents combined.
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